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Executive Summary
Our group worked with Refrek (refrek.com), an online video interviewing service and candidate screening
platform. The site offers asynchronous video interviewing with a robust questionnaire creation system, and a
collaborative candidate screening process to share recorded interviews with colleagues.
Our main goals were to:
- Identify why corporate users abandon the interview creation process before sending out an interview to
candidates.
- Identify any general usability issues in the questionnaire creation process.
- Gather feedback on what the homepage communicates to users regarding the services Refrek provides.

Methods and Procedures
Our target participants were human resource and recruiting industry professionals with a mix of industry
experience, varied ages, and a wide range of technical savviness. We used one test pilot, and five study
participants. We recruited via social media connections, professional organizations, and University of
Washington contacts.
Our study was performed at the UW LUTE lab. It consisted of six tasks, and the sessions were about 45 minutes
each. We divided up our team in to four roles (moderator, tech runner, note taker, and greeter). We rotated
through these roles to give everyone a chance to experience all aspects of the study process. To prepare for
testing, we did a cognitive walkthrough of the primary flows to help us define our tasks.
The cognitive walkthrough process helped us organize our data collection and note-taking during the study via
the Morae software suite and the Tobii eye tracker. We collected a variety of data, including Pre/Post Test
questionnaire responses, individual task ratings, an overall system usability scale score, as well as session
recordings and notes.

Critical Usability Findings
Our participants had a wide range of feedback; from positive observations to actionable critiques and usability
issues. See section “Findings & Recommendations” for a complete list of findings.

Positive Findings:
-

Users liked the site design -- it looked professional, clean, and easy to navigate.
Users liked the collaborative and sharing aspects of the product.
Users thought it was a great idea for large companies with remote hiring.
Users thought the simple interview flow was straightforward and easy to use.
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Highest Priority Opportunities for Improvement and Recommendations:

Finding

Recommendation

Employer Account Creation: Sign Up Buttons
The homepage has three sign up paths that lead to
differing experiences. Participants did not notice that
the button on one panel took them to an employer
sign-up flow, while the button on the second panel
took them to a candidate sign-up flow. Both panels
have buttons labeled “Sign Up”. The Sign up button
in the top navigation of the site lets users pick from
either candidate or employer login creation. There is
also a fourth path that lets the user begin without
creating an account.

Provide a consistent experience for the sign-up flow,
with a choice of employer or candidate path from all
entry points.

Employer Account Creation: Sign Up Confirmation
Study participants were confused by the behavior of
the sign up form. After entering their information, 4
out of 5 participants did not immediately recognize
that the sign up process was successful. Several
participants attempted to retype the data in order to
complete registration.

The registration confirmation window should not redisplay the blank version of the sign up form. Make
the “check your email” prompt more noticeable as
action to be taken and less like an error message.

“Add From Existing” Functionality
Participants were confused by the relationship of the
two dropdown menus on the “Select from Existing
Interview Questions” pop-up. 3 out of 5 participants
gave up and started using the search functionality
instead. There was also confusion when a
participant's own in-progress questionnaire name
appeared in the questionnaire drop-down.

Revisit the design of how this functionality is
presented to the user. Consider help text, step-bystep instructions (i.e. "select category, then
questionnaire").
Do not allow in-progress questionnaire data to
appear in the “questionnaire” dropdown.
Further testing is recommended.

Sending interviews to candidates: BCC vs. CC
3 out of 5 participants were concerned with how the
email was being distributed to candidates. The email
entry form setup (with "To", ”From” and "Subject“
fields) makes it appear that email recipients might
see each other’s information.

Make it clear that each candidate on the email list will
get a separate email. This could be done by changing
the layout, adding a better label and/or adding help
text for this section.
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Study Objective
Purpose
For this usability study, we worked with Refrek (www.refrek.com), a video interviewing and candidate screening
platform. Our main goal was to examine one of the site’s primary features —questionnaire creation—and
understand how the “Employer” type users interact with it. Specifically, our client wanted to discover why these
users are dropping out before completing the interview questionnaire formation and sending it out to
candidates. Our goal was to gather data that will improve the usability of this feature. We also hoped to learn
more about the effectiveness of the homepage and if it communicates clearly what the site offers to users.

Objectives
1. Identify why corporate users abandon the interview creation process before sending out an interview to
candidates.
2. Identify any general usability issues in the questionnaire creation process.
3. Gather feedback on what the homepage communicates to users regarding the services Refrek provides.

Research Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Can users explain Refrek.com’s offering by viewing homepage?
Can users initiate sign up / create a profile as an employer?
How easily can users create a new interview with custom questions (advanced interview format)?
How easily can users create survey-type questions (simple interview format)?
Can the user send an interview to a candidate?
Do users understand where in the process they currently are?*
Where do users look for help if they encounter a problem?*

*Research questions six and seven were cut from our scope as we were creating tasks. We did not see an
opportunity within the tasks to answer these questions in the time limit we had for each study. The time limit
was imposed by resource constraints.

Methods
In this study, we gathered qualitative and quantitative data about the usability of Refrek's product offering.

Cognitive Walkthrough
Before our study, we carried out a cognitive walkthrough in order to better understand the product we were
testing. We reviewed our task list step by step and looked at how one step flows into another. By walking
through our tasks and noting where we felt users may run into issues, we were better prepared for the
variability of usability testing.

Usability Testing
Using five users, we tested a set of six tasks using developed questions, observation, interviewing and probing of
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participants. Quantitative and qualitative information was collected from these tests. Each of the five usability
test sessions were approximately 45 minutes in length. We started with 5 minutes of greeting and warm up.
Active testing lasted about 35 minutes. Q&A and cool down lasted about 5 minutes.

Test Environment, Equipment, and Related Logistics
We recorded video and audio, as well as on-screen interaction of the user via the Morae Software suite. We
used the Tobii eye tracking equipment to track eye movements of the participants while they viewed the site.
We incorporated the following resources into our test:
- Waiting area: Chairs and table outside of the LUTE lab, in the hallway of Sieg Hall.
- Testing space: LUTE lab at the University of Washington. We provided water, chocolate and fresh
flowers to make the space more comfortable for participants.
- Computer for testing, with Morae Software installed (part of LUTE).
- Web camera (part of LUTE).
- Tobii Eye Tracking equipment (part of LUTE).
- Additional laptops for note taking, using Morae Software.
We reserved the LUTE for three sessions. First, a four-hour planning and pilot session. Our second and third
sessions were used for usability testing with five pre-selected participants. We scheduled two four-hour blocks
of time (the maximum time the room can be booked for on one day) on two separate days.

Facilitation Approach
We tested one user at a time with a rotating moderator. We rotated in order to give each of us the experience
of moderating. The moderator sat with the user and facilitated the test during the session; asking them
questions and encouraging them to ‘think out loud’. The tech person sat on the observation side of the LUTE lab
to run the Morae Recorder software and to take notes. The greeter helped make sure that participants found
the lab, took a seat in the waiting area, and filled out consent paperwork. The fourth group member took notes
from outside the room using Morae Observer.

Session Warm-Up
At the beginning of our usability sessions, we read an overview of what the participants should expect during
the session and our roles as moderators and note-takers. We also walked the users through a pre-task
questionnaire.

Testing Tasks
This is the active portion of the session where the user was on the computer completing tasks and taking preand post-task surveys as they went. We had structured tasks set up in Morae for the user to complete and the
moderator asked pre- and post-task questions aloud. Full task listing is in the appendix section of this report.

Post Test
After the completion of the test, the participants took a System Usability Scale (SUS) survey in Morae, rating
their overall impression of the website. We also asked a series of post-test questions aloud. When the study was
complete, we provided the participant with a $50 Amazon card as compensation, had them sign a compensation
receipt form, and thanked them for participating.
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Participants
In order to gather participants, we created a screening survey (on Google Docs) to gather information from
potential participants who are involved in the hiring process and identified as human resource professionals or
recruiting personnel. We looked for people who were not currently users of Refrek. The 8 question survey
asked potential participants questions regarding their level of tech savviness, years in the HR industry, job title,
web technology experience and level of involvement in the decision making process for HR technologies at their
company.
From the 14 responses we received, we selected five users to participate. These five users had a mix of years of
experience in the industry and tech savviness. Tech savviness in the chart below was a self-reported number by
the user. We also factored in the other web-based technologies participants have used in their job as part of
how we saw their tech-savviness.
Overview of Our 5 Participants

Age Range
# of Years in the Industry
Tech-savviness level
(self-reported)
Gender
Job Title

What web-based tech have
they used in their job?

P1
45 - 54
10+ years
5

P2
55 - 64
10+ years
5

P3
25 - 34
1 - 3 years
5

P4
35 - 44
10+ years
5

P5
25 - 34
1 - 3 years
5

Female
Sr. Recruiter

Female
Former
Recruiter

Female
HR
Coordinator

Female
Recruiting
Administrator

E-mail,
Skype,
WebEx

E-mail

E-mail,
Skype,
WebEx

Female
Human
Resources
Specialist
E-mail

Skype, Lync
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Findings & Recommendations

👩

“It has a more professional look than something like Skype.
It looks more business-oriented.” – P1

Positive Findings
Overall, the basic features of Refrek.com were easy for users to understand. Here are some of our findings:
-

The design of the site was well received and the feedback from many users stated that it looks
professional, clean and easy to navigate.
The homepage communicated to users the services the site offers and they were able to communicate a
reasonable understanding of what service the site provides.
Users P1, P3, P4 and P5 all called out that they thought the “simple interview” flow was straightforward
and easy to use.
Participants P3 and P5 commented on how the concept overall seemed very useful for large companies
that do a lot of remote hiring or hiring across different time zones.
P1 liked the sharing/collaborative aspects of the service with the ability to share recorded interviews.

Opportunities for Improvement & Recommendations
The purpose of our study was to evaluate the usability of the interview creation process for Refrek, along with
looking for any other general usability improvements needed or sticking points for users. The findings below are
grouped by functional area, and then ranked by severity with in those areas. Our severity ranking is from 1–4; 1
being the highest priority to 4 being the lowest priority.
Functional areas of the site covered in the tables to follow are:
- Sign Up Flow
- Editing Form/Questions
- Wording/Language
- Question Format
- “Add From Existing” flow
- Sending to Candidates
- Time per Question
- Multiple Choice Question Format
- Confidentiality
- Questionnaire Setup
- Reviewing Interviews
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Sign Up Flow

Finding 1

Severity 1

Sliding panel sign-up confusion
Description

Task 2 - The carousel of sliding images was confusing - one panel was for employers
and the other was for candidates – no users articulated this difference.

Data

Two users used a carousel panel to sign in. Both chose the panel that was currently
active. One user ended up with the wrong panel (candidate), and the other chose
correctly (employer).
“So, is it candidates log-in here, employers log-in there? That’s my question.” – P2
For video reference see file “Task2-P2-HereThere” in the videos folder.

Recommendation

Consistency across sign up paths might improve the user experience. All sign up
buttons could go to the same pop-up that gives a choice of employer/candidate blue
and red boxes.
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Finding 2

Severity 1

“Check your Email” prompt
Description

4 out of 5 users did not immediately see the message that comes up after you create
an account telling you to check your email.

Data

“I see now that it says check your email to activate your employer account… I would
expect it to be completely clear or say “thank you for your submission.” – P5

Recommendation

The confirmation state should not revert back to blank entry boxes. The ʺcheck your
emailʺ message could display on its own, with a different font color.
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Finding 3

Severity 1

Users did not expect the registration form to go blank
Description

Task 2 – Several users did not recognize that their registration form submission was
successful, in part because the data they had just filled out appeared to disappear
after pressing the button.

Data

“It’s kind of confusing because, initially when I saw it, I thought … that it didn’t go
through, and that it had lost my information.” – P5
For video reference see file “Task2-P5-It’sKindofConfusing” in the videos folder.
P1 – she continues to fill in the blanks after the 'please check your email' red text
appears. When asked about expectations, she responds, “Just to keep filling in the
blanks” – P1
For video reference see file “Task2-P1-KeepFillingInBlanks” in the videos folder.

Recommendation

Make the confirmation explicit and do not display the empty form again.
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Finding 4

Severity 2

“Create Now” button misunderstanding
Description

Task 2 - Some users were confused by the "Create Video Interview with One Click"
feature.

Data

One participant started typing into this box when trying to create an employer
account.

Recommendation

Further testing is recommended to see if the “create now” functionality is fully
understood by users
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Editing Form / Questions

Finding 5

Severity 1

Users wanted to edit the simple form e-mail information
Description

Task 3 - The subject line & body of the email that goes to candidates is not editable
and did not fit the users’ needs.

Data

“So I noticed that I can’t edit the message for candidates. It’s says create but you
can’t click anything, which is super obnoxious… Um, yeah so one of the things that’s
important in my opinion and experience is to make candidates feel like they’re not
just a number. Um, especially when you’re attempting to woo them to your
company. So if they feel like they’re getting a stock email that doesn’t mention your
name or the name of your company, um that might turn them off… I would want that
to be personalized” –P3
Further explanation of what happened:
"So I clicked here to see if I… wasn’t sure if there just wasn’t the blinking bar that
shows up to see if you could type in a box. I thought maybe it might not be there
even though I could so I clicked backspace in an attempt to alter the text. Um instead
it took me off the webpage because even though it says create message you can’t
click inside of it." – P3
"It’s not letting me edit for some reason" – P4
"I would expect to be able to make that more clear with the subject" – P4

Recommendation

Make the subject line and body of the email editable.
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Wording / Language

Finding 6

Severity 2

Users noticed spelling errors
Description

Task 3 - User commented on the typos in the pre-filled in questions and candidate
email.

Data

"Did you see the typos in here?" – P1
"Intuitive for the most part, just a gut response to clean up the typos." – P1

Recommendation

Have a professional editor review all provided content.

Finding 7

Severity 3

Users were confused by certain phrases on the site
Description

Task 4 - During the advanced interview, the phrase "enter a question statement" is
used. This confused one user.

Data

"Enter a question statement? Okay, I’m going to say that’s what you have there, but
that wasn’t particularly clear to me. I had to think about, are you asking me to use
this question? The word that was there was the word “statement,” and to me that
doesn’t say ‘here’s where you put the question you’re going to ask’. " – P1

Recommendation

Review terminology used on the website. One participant mentioned that an HR
professional would be helpful in providing terms and phrases used by the industry.
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Question Format

Finding 8

Severity 1

Users were not sure if the simple interview response format was ‘video’
Description

Task 3 - Users were not immediately aware that the simple interview was
only video questions.

Data

"Well it looks like they’re going to type back but I’d prefer that they talk
back" – P4 (when asked about the simple interview response format)

Recommendation

Use a video icon to indicate question format in the simple interview form.
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Add from Existing Flow

Finding 9

Severity 1

Users were not sure how the add from existing drop-down menus work
Description

Task 4 - A user was confused by the relationship of the two dropdown menus - one
user gave up and started using the search function instead.

Data

“What am I supposed to see? I'm lost now.” – P2

Recommendation

Revisit the design of how these two dropdowns interact. Help text, example text, or
a step by step instruction ("select category, then questionnaire") could help.
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Finding 10

Severity 1

Duplicate questionnaire name
Description

Task 4 – A user ran into an error trying to create an interview with a title
that had already been used.

Data

“Oh... change the name… Hmm… I haven’t entered it anywhere else, that’s
really weird. Unless someone else did it already.” – P4

Recommendation

Find a way to smoothly handle duplicate questionnaire names – either
allow duplicates or put a number next to them (i.e. (1), (2), (3)).
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Finding 11

Severity 1

Users were confused when their current questionnaire
appeared in the database
Description

Task 4 – Users were confused when their own questionnaires came up during the
pre-existing questions process.

Data

“What am I supposed to see? I’m lost now.” – P2
“I was expecting a question to already be here” – P2
For video reference see file “Task2-P2-IWasExpectingTheQuestionToAlreadyBeHere”
in the videos folder.
“I expected a template of questions to come up” – P2

Recommendation

Do not allow current in-progress questionnaire data to appear in the pre-existing
field.
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Sending Questionnaire to Candidates

Finding 12

Severity 1

Users wanted to know if candidates could see
each other's e-mail addresses
Description

Task 5 - There was confusion by several users about whether the email form was
sending to the candidates and allowing them to see each other's names or not. The
format of this form is like an email with a "To" and a "Subject", etc. This format was
more confusing to the users than the format on the simple page.

Data

“I’m going to assume that when I’m putting it to more than one person, that they’re
not seeing the other person’s name, right?” – P4
For video reference see file “Task5-P4-ImGonnaAssume” in the videos folder.

Recommendation

Make it clear that the candidates this form is sending to will not see each other's
information or name. This could be done by changing the layout, adding a better
label and/or adding help text about this section.
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Time per Question

Finding 13

Severity 2

Users did not understand what the time dropdown changed
Description

Task 3 - Users did not understand what the dropdown displaying time options
changed within the interview questionnaire.

Data

"I have no idea what 30 seconds means" – P1
"Is that timing them how long they have to answer it? Or how long they have to read
it?" – P4
"It looks like you are giving them a time...either... I don't know if it's displaying the
question or how long they have to answer. So, I am not sure what that means." - P5
P3 was the only user that understood this dropdown without question and changed
the time allowed for a question deliberately.

Recommendation

Display a clear heading over the time dropdown to make its purpose clear.
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Multiple Choice Question Format

Finding 14

Severity 2

Using a comma to separate multiple choice questions
was problematic to users
Description

Task 3 - Users were confused by the comma as the separator for the multiple choice
options. Multiple users pointed out that this would not work for options describing
locations (City, State) or a conversational format, as the comma would not be
supported in that scenario. One user suggested using a less common character as the
separator.

Data

4 out of 5 users commented on the confusion with the commas in the form entry.
Participant Context: Adds one option, then clicks "Add" to add it to the question.
Looks confused, and then realizes that she needs to use the comma to separate
answer options.
"Hmm... so... by commas?”
"My brain goes to not putting questions in there separated by commas because they
are not always going to be one word, and that can get pretty lengthy" – P1
Participant Context: Looks at the example text, types in one choice, clicks “Add”, then
says...
"Aaaah!"
"So what I would have expected... [looks around for information] Add answer.... Oh,
read the directions is what I would have expected..." – P2
"Oh, by comma"
"It's weird that you have to use a comma. Usually you just kind of do stuff separately.
But... if I just read it..." – P4
"The only thing I would say about separating by comma... like for example, this
question is asking about what cities you might commute to... if someone wanted to...
I mean normally when you ask something about cities, you would say the city and the
state, so the fact that the comma is what is separating these multiple choice
questions, you wouldn't be able to create that aspect, you wouldn’t be able to say
'Seattle, WA' " – P5
"I think I would expect it to use a semicolon or a more unused symbol that wouldn't
normally be in an answer" – P5
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Recommendation

Redesign the choice entry format by following industry standard practices (separate
edit boxes, etc.). If the current design is kept, use a semicolon or other rarely used
symbol as the separator. Check out SurveyMonkey.com as competitive research.

Finding 15

Severity 3

Users were confused by the multiple choice question entry box
Description

Task 3 - Two users had trouble entering the choices for the multiple choice question –
they expected "add" to add the multiple choice question to the questionnaire, not
add the individual choices.

Data

Observed with two users.

Recommendation

We believe that properly addressing Finding 16 will resolve this issue.
Check out SurveyMonkey.com as competitive research for examples of formatting for
these types of questions.
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Confidentiality

Finding 16

Severity 2

Users were unsure what "confidentiality" meant in the advanced form
Description

Task 3 - Users weren't sure whether "Confidentiality" would apply to their company
or the whole site, or whether the questions would be visible to the candidates.

Data

P1 understood the purpose of this. "So if I don't want to share my interview
questions with someone else, then I could choose to keep it confidential" – P1
"Keep this questionnaire confidential? Why would I want to do that?" – P2
"It lets me keep the questionnaire confidential, I don't need to." – P3
"But I don't know if I want to save, because I don't know what this means [the
confidential statement]" – P4
"Look for the little question mark, drop-down somewhere that says like 'hey, this is
what this is' " – P4
"It asks you if you want to keep it confidential. I assume that if this were the kind of
service that my company were using, that these questions would only be visible to
me, specifically, versus anybody else at my company or my administrator." – P5

Recommendation

Provide a better description of what confidentiality means in the context of both
questionnaires and questions and what the expected behavior should be (that
choosing “not confidential” would add those questionnaires/questions to the “add
from existing” database). A help text or a clickable “?” symbol would be a good start.
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Questionnaire Setup

Finding 17

Severity 2

Users were confused by what "title" meant in the Interview Creation flow
Description

Users were confused by what "title" meant in the Interview Creation flow.

Data

"Oh, that's what it is... To me that said 'Is that a name of a person? Or is it a title?' If
it's the title, I would put "Title" there." – P1

Recommendation

Clarify what the title is and what it will be used for (in a candidate email or on the
site, etc.).
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Finding 18

Severity 2

Users were confused by what "name" meant in the interview
questionnaire flow
Description

Task 4 - Users were not sure about the difference between "title" and "name", and
were wondering why they had to enter that information twice.

Data

"Curious, because I thought I already entered the name of my questionnaire" – P3

Recommendation

Clarify what the name is and what it will be used for (in a candidate email or on the
site, etc.)
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Reviewing Interviews

Finding 19

Severity 2

Users were unclear about the three advanced interview buttons “create
from scratch”, “select from existing”, and “my interview questionnaire”
Description

Task 4 - Users were unclear about where the "My Interview Questionnaire" button
leads (there was also some confusion about "pre-existing" button).

Data

"That one kind of confuses me, because I'm not actually sure whether ... maybe that's
where templates I've created would be or whether that's just its own category. I
don't really have any context" (20:10) –P5

Recommendation

Include some kind of help text or link to further explain each choice here.
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Finding 20

Severity 2

Confusion regarding interview page column labels
Description

Task 6 - There is some confusion about the labels for the columns on the "Interviews"
page once you land there again, having sent out your interview.

Data

"I don't know what the column answered means" – P1

Recommendation

Further testing and research are recommended for column names. An example to
evaluate is the "Answered" column name.
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Finding 21

Severity 2

Users thought "Review Interview" meant to review
the interview questions/questionnaire
Description

Task 6 - Users misunderstood what information the “review interview” link led to.

Data

"Initially when I saw the review interview- I thought it was just review the actual
questions and things about the interview. It took me a second to see that it may be
where the responses come in." - P5 (35:04)

Recommendation

Review the terminology here.
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Finding 22

Severity 3

Users were unsure how to review and/or edit interviews
Description

Task 6 - Users were generally confused as to how to view completed interviews and
whether interviews could be edited from this page. Would user have to check here
for completed interviews?

Data

Multiple users commented on this aspect.

Recommendation

Review/change terminology. Further testing is required.
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Finding 23

Severity 3

Users did not know what 'final assessment' meant
Description

Task 6 – Users did not understand what would happen when the final assessment
button was clicked.

Data

Several users asked what “final assessment” meant.
Note: In our test, we did not have interviews with responses, so the button was
greyed out and participants were not getting the full experience here.

Recommendation

Review/change terminology.
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Finding 24

Severity 3

The landing page for interview review/creation was confusing to users
Description

Task 6 – One user was confused by the landing page (Interviews Page) and its
functionality. She needed more information to understand what she could
accomplish on this page. The landing page was found to be slightly ambiguous.

Data

“Recruiters like to track how long they’ve spent on filling positions. Say the CEO says
how long on average would we fill this position if we fire Bob, right? If we have a
tracking system of when we sent the interview questions, when they answered it,
when they got contacted, that would help them track their time and answer those
questions. If they can’t do it on here, they’re going to have to do it on a spreadsheet
somewhere. It’d be nice to know how long was this waiting here before we got to it,
how long did it take the candidate to get back to us…? – P4

Recommendation

Review user help text and labeling on the Interviews page (see below).
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System Usability Scale (SUS)
Here are the SUS scores for the overall experience using the site. We came up with several hypotheses regarding
these scores.

Participants 1, 3 and 5 were the most tech savvy and had a breadth of experience with interviewing software.
They were also more competent while trouble-shooting.
P2 and P4 were more vocal about how this service might affect candidates, and referenced recruiting industry
regulations, like ADA codes and possible accessibility issues. P4 regularly thought beyond her own experience,
and would advocate for how she thought co-workers would use this service or how candidates would be
effected or view the experience. P2 experienced technical issues at the start of the session, which may have
affected her rating.
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Next steps
We suggest addressing the findings marked Priority 1 as the highest area of concern. We feel this will make the
most impactful improvement to user experience. We have also included the Priority 2 items in our main report,
as we feel those should also be addressed in the near term in order to improve the user experience.
One of the priority one recommendations above was to conduct further research on the “add from existing”
flow for adding a question from the existing database. We have included some recommendations in our report,
but we feel this feature in particular could use more testing. It is a core part of the differentiating offering
between this video interviewing service and other sites that do not offer a database of pre-written questions to
add to an interview. We found that all 5 participants were able to complete the task of adding an existing
question to the interview, but only one user was able to do it completely smoothly and without hesitation via
the drop down system. This was our most tech-savvy user. Also telling was that 3 of the 5 users gave up on the
drop down system for finding a question and completed the task using the search box. We feel this makes this a
worthy area for further investigation.
We have included in the appendix a list of the Priority 3 and 4 items that can be followed up should there be
additional time or budget for improvements. Some of these items are suggestions or comments from the users
and others are low priority user experience improvements from our research.
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Appendix – Table of Contents
Appendix A – General Testing Data
Appendix B – Pre-Test Questionnaire
Appendix C – Post-Test Questionnaire
Appendix D – Post Task Questionnaire (Task 1 Only)
Appendix E – Pre/Post-Task Questionnaires (Tasks 2 – 6)
Appendix F – Tasks and Scenarios
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Appendix A – General Testing Data
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Appendix B – Pre-Test Questionnaire
A. General questions about participant’s daily routine.

1. How often do you use a PC or Mac at work?
NOT VERY OFTEN 1 2 3 4 5 VERY OFTEN

2. How often do you use a PC or Mac at home?
NOT VERY OFTEN 1 2 3 4 5 VERY OFTEN

3. Do you have and use a LinkedIn account?
YES / NO

4. How often do you use the internet for professional networking?
NOT VERY OFTEN 1 2 3 4 5 VERY OFTEN

5. When it comes to computer problems, are you more likely to ask a friend, or figure it out yourself?
ASK A FRIEND / FIGURE IT OUT MYSELF

6. When a new technology comes out, are you more likely to buy it right away, or do you wait to see if you
would be interested?
BUY RIGHT AWAY / WAIT TO SEE
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B. Participant’s thoughts about online video interviewing.

1. I can see myself using an online video interviewing service for recruiting purposes.
YES – WHY?
NO – WHY NOT?

2. Before today, have you ever heard of web-based video interviewing services?
YES / NO
a. If ‘yes’, please list services you have heard of:
3. Have you ever used a web-based video interviewing service?
YES / NO
a. If ‘yes’, please list services you have used:

C. Participant’s professional roles

1. Does your company utilize any online video interviewing technologies?
YES / NO
a. If ‘yes’, please list services your company is using:
2. Have you ever been involved in the implementation of a new hiring technology at your company?
[Give example of Applicant Tracking Software if a prompt is needed]
YES / NO
a. If ‘yes’, what was your specific role?
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Appendix C – Post-Test Questionnaire
A. System Usability Scale Rating for overall experience with Refrek
1. The questionnaire on screen now is about the entire experience with Refrek – from viewing the homepage,
to the end of our last task. Please fill this out completely.
[SUS questionnaire is displayed on screen via Morae]

B. Participant’s overall experience with Refrek
1. Do you feel like you have a good idea of the scope services this site offers after your interaction with the
homepage and after doing the tasks?
STRONGLY DISAGREE 1 2 3 4 5 STRONGLY AGREE
2. What task(s) were easiest for you to accomplish?
3. What task(s) were more difficult for you?
4. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is ‘not very easily’ and 5 is ‘very easily’, how easy or difficult did you find it to
navigate refrek.com?
NOT VERY EASILY

1 2 3 4 5 VERY EASILY

5. Would you have any suggestions for improving this website?
6. Would you use this type of service — why or why not?
YES – WHY?
NO – WHY NOT?
7. Would you recommend this website to your colleagues — why or why not?
YES – WHY?
NO – WHY NOT?
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Appendix D – Post Task Questionnaire (Task 1 Only)
1. Have you visited other Candidate Screening Platforms or Video Interviewing websites before?
YES/NO
If ‘yes’:
a. Please list the websites:
b. Based on your first impression, how does this site compare to similar sites you have seen?
refrek.com is:
MUCH HIGHER QUALITY
HIGHER QUALITY
SIMILAR QUALITY
LOWER QUALITY
MUCH LOWER QUALITY

2. Does refrek.com look like a site you might use?
YES – WHY?
NO – WHY NOT?
3. Based on your experience on the homepage, On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is ‘not very easily’ and 5 is ‘very
easily’, how easy or difficult do you expect to navigate refrek.com?
NOT VERY EASILY 1 2 3 4 5 VERY EASILY
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Appendix E – Pre/Post-Task Questionnaires (Tasks 2 – 6)
A. Pre-Task Questionnaire

1. How easy or difficult do you expect this task to be?
NOT VERY EASY 1 2 3 4 5 VERY EASY

B. Post-Task Questionnaire

1. How would you rate this task compared to what you expected?
NOT VERY EASY 1 2 3 4 5 VERY EASY

2. Why did you give it that rating?
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Appendix F – Tasks and Scenarios
Test Scenario
For today’s session you are a Human Resources professional responsible for screening many candidates around
the country.
You would like to set up interviews for two open positions using the Refrek site.
Your company name is Green Staffing Solutions.

Task 1 – Viewing Homepage of refrek.com
Take a look around the Refrek homepage. What services do you think this website provides? Think aloud as you
view the homepage.
Observation:
-

What areas of the homepage or the rest of the site do participants look at for determining the services
that Refrek provides?
Success Criteria:
-

Are participants able to correctly list some of the services that Refrek advertises on the homepage?
Looking for items advertised on the homepage: Video interviewing, candidate screening, LinkedIn.

Task 2 – Setting up an account
Task Scenario:
You’re interested in using this service to screen candidates. To get started, you’ll want to create a corporate
account.
1. Go ahead create an account now. Here is the information you will need for this task.
[Participant is handed a printout of email/password to use on the site]
Observation:
-

-

What path do the participants take to sign up for the corporate account? There are four entry points:
 Path A: Top navigation bar – “Sign Up” button
 Path B: ‘Candidate Screening Platform’ carousel page – “Sign Up, It’s Free” button
 Path C: ‘Refrek In’ carousel page – “Sign Up, It’s Free” button
 Path D: ‘One Click Video Interview’ – “Create Now” button
Do the participants understand what they need to do to register for an ‘Employer’ account?
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-

Are the participants successful at submitting the information?
How many errors were made while submitting registration information?
Do the participants understand that the next step involves going to their email to activate the
account?
- Are the participants successful at logging in as an ‘Employer’ on Refrek?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant finds an ‘Employer’ sign up path on the Refrek homepage.
Participant successfully signs up as an ‘Employer’ on Refrek.
Participant successfully confirms their registration on Refrek via the link sent in the email.
Participant successfully logs in as an ‘Employer’ into Refrek.

Task 3 – Quick and easy online interview
Task Scenario:
You need to setup a quick and easy online interview for hiring a Seattle Office Manager.

1. Go ahead and start.
[Participant is on the landing page]
Can you describe this page? What can you tell me about your thoughts on the content and layout of this
page?
[Participant is on the interview creation page]
Observation:
-

Are the participants able to find the “Create New Interview” button on the landing page once they
are signed in?
- Are the participants able to select the “Simple” interview option between “Simple” and “Advanced”?
- Do the participants understand what information they need to create an interview?
- Do the participants understand the functionality available on the “Simple” interview page?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant clicks on the “Create New Interview” button to start the interview creation process.
Participant chooses “simple” interview in the interview options popup once they click the “Create
New Interview”.
Participant understands the general layout and functionality available on the interview page.

2. Again, this is for a Seattle Office Manager role — and it is a first round of screening interviews. Let’s proceed
with setting up this questionnaire. Go ahead and starting filling it out.
Observation:
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-

Do the participants understand that they need to enter basic interview information, like title and
description?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully enters basic interview information.

3. Let’s say there are too many questions — how do you fix that?
Observation:
- Do the participants understand that they can delete a question?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully deletes and existing question from the interview.

4. Let’s say there is one question missing, about a candidate’s job history. How would you create a new
question?
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand the steps they need to take to add a new question – “Add More”
button?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully adds a new question to the interview.

5. Of the questions that are listed, what format of response do you think you’ll get from candidates?
[If participant needs help: Because this is a multi-media interviewing platform, there are several types of
question formats: interview, survey, fill in the blank, etc.]
Observation:
- Do the participants understand that they are creating a video interview?
- Where do the participants look for information on the response format?
- Do the participants notice the “Video Interview” heading at the top of the page?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant correctly specifies that the interview format is a video interview.

6. There are four candidates you’re considering. Please enter their contact information and forward this
interview to the candidates.
[Participant is handed a printout of candidate names and emails]
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand where to enter the candidate information?
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-

Do the participants understand how they can add additional candidates beyond the default three by
using the “Add More” button?
- Do the participants understand how to send the questionnaire out to candidates?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully enters participant names and email into the form.
Participant successfully sends the questionnaire out to candidates.

Task 4 – More complex online interview
Task Scenario:
You need to set up a more complex interview template with your own variety of questions, to hire a Regional
Manager for a customer service position.

1. Go ahead and start.
[Participant is on the landing page]
Again, this is for a Regional Manager, for a customer service position — and is a first round of screening
interviews.
[Participant is on the “Add Interview Title and Description” popup]
Observation:
-

Are the participants able to find the “Create New Interview” button on the landing page?
Are the participants able to select the “Advanced” interview option between “Simple” and
“Advanced”?
- Do the participants understand what information they need to start an advanced interview?
- Are the participants able to proceed to the next step after entering basic interview information?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant clicks on the “Create New Interview” button to start the interview creation process.
Participant chooses “Advanced” interview in the interview options popup once they click the “Create
New Interview”.
Participant successfully enters the interview title and description on the “Add Interview Title and
Description” popup, and moves on to the next step by pressing the “Next” button.

2. Will you describe what you think each feature does?
You want to create an interview with your own questions, which button do you think will achieve that?
[Participant is viewing “Select Interview Questionnaire” popup with three options: “create from scratch”,
“select from existing” and “my interview questionnaire”]
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CREATE FROM SCRATCH:

SELECT FROM EXISTING:

MY INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE:

Observation:
-

Do the participants understand what each of the feature options represents?
Do participants understand which option will allow them to create an interview from scratch, with
their own questions?
Success Criteria:
-

-

Participants correctly describe each of the feature options.
 “Create from Scratch” – blank questionnaire where they can add their own questions
 “Select from Existing” – add questions from questionnaire templates already in the system
 “My Interview Questionnaire” – add questions from questionnaire templates in the system that
the participant has created in the past
Participant selects “Create from Scratch” to begin the interview questionnaire creation.

3. Describe what you think this screen is asking for.
[Participant is viewing “Add Interview Questionnaire” popup]
How many categories do you see to select from?
[If the user needs prompting: ”Please pick the most relevant for a customer service position.”]
Observation:
-

Are the participants able to enter the questionnaire name?
Do the participants understand the purpose of the questionnaire category dropdown?
Are the participants able to assign the questionnaire to the preferred category, “Customer Service”?
Are the participants able to move on to the next step in the questionnaire creation process by clicking
on the “Continue” button?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully enters questionnaire name.
Participant is able to correctly scroll through a number of categories in the category dropdown.
Participant selects “Customer Service” from the questionnaire category dropdown, even if it requires
scrolling through the list.
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-

Participant clicks on the “Continue” button to move on to the next step in the process.

4. Can you describe this page?
[Participant is viewing the “MANAGE INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE” page]
What options do you have on this page?
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand the functionality available on the “MANAGE INTERVIEW
QUESTIONNAIRE” page?
- Do the participants notice/understand the information about the questionnaire displayed on the
page (name, details, etc.)?
- Do the participants understand what “confidential” means for the questionnaire they are creating?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant thinks aloud while describing the page, providing impressions on the options and
information available on the page.

5. How would you go about adding a question?
Observation:
- Do the participants understand how they would add a question to the questionnaire?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant correctly identifies the “Add Question” button as a way to add questions and clicks on it.

6. You would like to add a multiple-choice question. How can you do this?
[Participant is viewing the “Add New Question” popup after clicking on “Add Question”]
Observation:
- Do the participants understand the functionality of the “Add New Question” popup?
- Do the participants understand what “confidential” means for the question they are adding?
- Do the participants understand that they need to select “Multiple Choice Questions” option?
- Do the participants understand the process for adding a new multiple-choice question, end-to-end?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully clicks on the “Add Question” button to add a question.
Participant successfully selects “Multiple Choice Questions” as the question type.
Participant successfully enters the question and multiple answer choices for the question, clicks on
“Add” to add them to the question, and then clicks “Save Question” to add it to the questionnaire.
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7. You want to add a question and receive a video response from your candidate. How can you do this?
[Participant is viewing the “Add New Question” popup after clicking on “Add Question”]
Observation:
- Do the participants understand the functionality of the “Add New Question” popup?
- Do the participants understand what “confidential” means for the question they are adding?
- Do the participants understand that they need to select “Audio/Video Questions” option?
- Do the participants understand the process for adding a new video question, end-to-end?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully clicks on the “Add Question” button to add a question.
Participant successfully selects “Audio/Video Questions” as the question type.
Participant successfully enters the question and then clicks “Save Question” to add it to the
questionnaire.

8. You want to add a question that is pre-written in the system. How would you do this?
Observation:
- Do the participants understand the meaning of the “Select from Existing” button?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully clicks on the “Select from Existing” button to add a question.

9. Can you describe this page?
[Participant is viewing the “Select from Existing Interview Question” popup after clicking on “Select from
Existing” button]

What options do you have on this page?

How would you go about adding a pre-existing question? Again, this is for a Regional Manager, for a
customer service position.
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand the functionality available on the “Select from Existing Interview
Questions” popup?
- Do the participants understand relationship between the “Category” and “Questionnaire”
dropdowns?
- Do the participants understand the functionality of the search box?
- Do the participants understand the process for adding an existing question, end-to-end?
Success Criteria:
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-

Participant thinks aloud while describing the page, providing impressions on the options and
information available on the page.
Participant successfully selects a question from an existing questionnaire and adds it.
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10. Can you describe this page, now that your questions are entered? Do you have any questions or
observations?
[Participant is viewing Manage Interview Questionnaire page – complete with selected questions.]
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand the functionality available on the “MANAGE INTERVIEW
QUESTIONNAIRE” page?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant thinks aloud while describing the page, providing impressions on the options and
information available on the page.

11. How would you forward this to your candidates?
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand how to go on to the next step of sending the questionnaire out to
candidates?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully clicks on “Continue” to send the questionnaire.

Task 5 – Sending out complex interview
1. There are two candidates you’re considering. Please enter their contact information and forward this
interview to the candidates.
[Participant is handed a printout of candidate names and emails]
Observation:
-

Do the participants understand how to enter the candidate information?
Do the participants understand how they can add additional candidates beyond the default one by
using the “Add Recipient” button?
- Do the participants understand how to send the questionnaire out to candidates?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant successfully enters participant names and email into the form.
Participant successfully sends the questionnaire out to candidates.

2. Now that we have sent the interview, can you describe this page we’ve landed on?
[Participant is viewing the “Interviews” landing page]
Observation:
- Do the participants understand what page they landed on?
Success Criteria:
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-

Participant thinks aloud while describing the page, providing impressions on the options and
information available on the page.

Task 6 – Check for interview responses
It’s been a few days and you have some completed interviews. If you wanted to view completed interview
responses from candidates, how would you do this from this page? Please go ahead.
[Participant is viewing the “Interviews” landing page]
Observation:
- Do the participants understand how they would check on the status of an interview they have created?
- Where do participants look for interview status information?
Success Criteria:
-

Participant clicks on the “Review Interview” link to check interview status.
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Appendix E – Additional Findings / Design Feedback
These are issues that came up during our study, as either moderate levels of severity (level 3) or as suggestions
for the future development. We did not include these in the main body of the report, but thought they would
be interesting for future study and improvement of the site.

Finding 25
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 26
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 27
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 28
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Lack of diversity on the home page
There was a suggestion that the photos of people depicted could be more diverse.
(Task 1)
3 - Moderate
This was only mentioned by one participant as a nice to have.
Add people of more diverse backgrounds to the homepage by changing out some of the
photos currently there.

Misunderstanding of LinkedIn connection
There is an impression that the icons in the LinkedIn Slide on the homepage indicated
partnerships with social networks or other sites. (Task 1)
3 - Moderate
This was only mentioned by one participant.
Edit the graphic to be clearer about the connection to LinkedIn.

Confusion about saving during interview creation
A user could not tell if the software was going to save the question or the survey for her
or if she needed to find a button marked “save”. (Task 3)
3 - Moderate
This was only mentioned by one participant.
Make it clear that the website is saving for you as you go.

Delete confirmation popup placement confusion
The confirmation popup for the delete a question was not obvious, and resulted in the
user trying to delete the same question multiple times. (Task 3)
3 - Moderate
This was only an issue for one participant.
Adjust the popup visual design to follow common industry standards for visuals - not
white on white, clearly displayed in the middle of the screen instead of at the very top,
increase size for discoverability. Test this format in multiple browsers, as the site seems
to be using a default browser pop-up window.
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Finding 29
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Users were surprised that the job description field was mandatory
Users were surprised that the job description field was mandatory. (Task 4)
3 - Moderate
This was an issue for 3 out of 5 users.
Review the mandatory requirement or mark it explicitly as mandatory. Currently this
field does not have any indicator marking it as required.

Finding 30
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Ability to reorder questions
There was a comment on how it would be nice to re-order questions. (Task 3)
4 - Irritant
1 out of 5 users made this suggestion.
Add the ability to move around the order of the questions within an interview
questionnaire. Particularly useful for the advanced format.

Finding 31
Description

Time limit functionality potentially conflicts with ADA regulations
A user commented that the timed interview process may be in conflict with ADA
regulations. (Task 3)
4 - Irritant
1 out of 5 participants made this observation.
Further research is needed: Review the ADA regulations and/or enable for unlimited
response time. Review the EEOC claim on the home page for compliance. Review the
Web ADA section of web standards - section 508.

Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 32
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 33
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Delete button functionality
Users expected the delete button to delete the question immediately instead of having
a confirmation. (Task 3)
4 - Irritant
2 out of 5 participants commented on this.
Look at industry standards of how delete buttons behave. This could be a non-issue if
the benefit of having a confirmation is there.

Users frustrated by page jump when adding a question to simple form
Users were frustrated with how the page jumps to the top when you add a new
question on the simple form. (Task 3)
4 - Irritant
P1 was most vocal, but other users noticed it.
Look into a way to add a new question without jumping the cursor placement/the
screen placement around.
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Finding 34
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 35
Description

Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 36
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 37
Description

Severity
Data
Recommendation

Add ability for option to redo a video answer
A suggestion was made to allow the candidates to redo the answer on a video question.
(Task 4)
4 - Irritant
This was mentioned only by P4.
Review whether that is an option that would be beneficial to the product.

One user misunderstood the difference between "simple" and "advanced" flows
The user clicked on "simple" to begin an "advanced" task, pointing out that the process
of setting up the interview shouldn't be any different between simple and advanced
(not require two entry points) (Task 4)
4 - Irritant
Only P1 interacted with the site this way.
Review whether two entry points provides a beneficial user experience. If the two flows
are necessary, provide better guidance on what those two options represent.

Clarify the scope of the “add from existing” search functionality
It was unclear what results the search function would give (all questions? categories?
etc.) (Task 4)
4 - Irritant
Only one user was not sure about the results that search would provide
Indicate what the search scope is (search all questions, search all questions in category,
etc.)

A user noted that sometimes screening pools are much larger than the default 2-3 email slots provided by Refrek
One user talked about how she sometimes has 40 people in a pool to screen and that
she would need to send to a large group.
For the advanced send out form, another user mentioned that a realistic number of
candidates to send this to might be 20 - 30. The current way of inputting candidates
would be inconvenient. (Task 5)
4 - Irritant
2 of 5 participants made this comment.
This is an interesting item to note for future upgrades - how to import large volumes of
emails (via Excel file?) to send the invitation to. Consider designing the candidate email
input to be more flexible for users with large amounts of candidates to send to.
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Finding 38
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 39
Description
Severity
Data
Recommendation

Finding 40
Description

Severity
Data
Recommendation

Company name is required for Advanced Form sending to candidates
Most users submitted the form without noticing that the Company name is required.
(Task 5)
4 - Irritant
4 out of 5 users made this error.
Make the Company name more obviously marked as a required field – provide industry
standard and consistent marking for required items.

Entering Candidate Names and Email Addresses for invitations
The method for entering candidates is different for the simple and advanced interviews.
This was found to be off-putting. (Task 5)
4 - Irritant
Comment from P3
Use a consistent format across the simple and advanced interview for entering candidate
names and email addresses.

Organization of candidates on the results page
One user mentioned how it would be nice to have the interviews on this page organized
more by what step in the process they are in (sent, waiting on responses, not sent yet,
etc.) (Task 6)
4 - Irritant
Comment from P5
Review user help and labeling of the features on the Interviews page.
*Note users were not tested with an actual interview response to view, so this
would need further testing.

Finding 41
Description

Severity
Data
Recommendation

Interview Response Notifications
Users would said they would like more visibility into when they have received a new
response. Some suggestions they had were to have an additional column noting the # of
new responses received on the “Interviews” page, and/or to have some kind of
notification icon at the top of the page near your account login (like Facebook). (Task 6)
4 - Irritant
Comment from P5
*Note users were not tested with an actual interview response to view, so this would
need further testing.
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Finding 42
Description

General feedback about when their company could use a service like Refrek
Would not use: company is too small to justify using (p5),
Worried about alienating effect that video can have on candidates (p3).
Would use: but this is the first type she has tried (p4).

Severity
Data
Recommendation

(Task 6)
----
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Appendix F – System Issues Encountered During Product Testing/Interaction
Issue Description

Feedback Source

User had issues with server errors during sign-up process
- Clicking “Register” with an email that is already in the system
- Navigating backwards on a web page by hitting the “Backspace” key

P2

Email confirmation did not arrive on registration
Unable to create a questionnaire or an interview with the same name as already exists
in the system. This is a problem if a user wants to name an interview “Sales Manager”
and there is already a questionnaire with that same name.
When adding a new question in the simple questionnaire, the page scrolls
unexpectedly, to a place the user was not interacting with.
When loading the simple questionnaire page, the focus on page load is in the first name
field, making the field appear empty with no label. This was confusing to users as they
were not sure what to type in.
Cross-browser testing is recommended to ensure that the data entry field labels show
up properly in all browsers and that the label is consistent.
Screen scrolled up all the way to the top when adding a new email recipient in the
simple form.
Backspace in the non-editable email body took the user back one screen and resulted in
an error page saying "document expired" screen
Documentation/help bug:
What is the "speed interview" option in the advanced interview help page? That option
does not exist in the product. Rename or update to clarify.
When adding a title that already exists, user gets error screen.

P2
P2

P4
P4

P3
P3
P3

UW Research Team
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The user is logged out of the site when they got the server error.
Cross-browser compatibility is low on the site. In IE, the signup dialog had missing text
in the email/name fields, and the animations on the homepage (the 5 circles) were not
working at all.
Company name is not used consistently across interviews.
The format of the email that is send out to candidates is incorrectly formatted – no
spacing around the company name.
Example: “Interview Questionnaire fromUW HCDE”
Users should be able to delete/manage existing interviews. Currently, there is no way
to delete or edit an interview or questionnaire, to update for obsolete content on the
site.
The red box around the Bellevue address on Refrek’s “Contact Us” page look like an
active state. This makes the two addresses displayed on the screen look like interactive
buttons. This sets up an expectation that the Canada address could be also highlighted
and the map would change.

UW Research Team
UW Research Team

The Bellevue address displayed on the “Contact Us” page is incorrect.
Current address: 14625 NE Street, Bellevue, WA 98007, USA
When you are logged in, the user name displayed is placed too close to the user icon.
This could be a browser-specific issue, review cross-browser compatibility.
The colors for the setup of the “advanced” form setup buttons are not intuitive. Red is a
stopping color (color used for displaying errors), but it is used on the “Continue” button,
which denotes the next step the user should take.

UW Research Team

UW Research Team
UW Research Team

UW Research Team

UW Research Team

UW Research Team
UW Research Team
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